Operation SAYAID (HUNTER)

Phase 1 Execution Update

"Disrupt AQIZ"
OPERATIONAL TIMELINE
OPERATION SAYAID (Western Al Anbar)

Ph 1A: Recon and Est COP

Ph 1B: Support TF / Disrupt

Ph 1C: Introduce ISF / Set Conditions for Ph 2

Ph 2: Establish an enduring ISF pres.

02-17 Sep
RIP / TOA
1-25 / 172d

29 Aug-21 Sep
RIP / TOA RCT 2 Sub BNs

01-22
RIP
1/1 IIF-2/7 IA

Read-on IA HQ

3/1/1 IIF Closed

DBE YEZIDI

FOC COP
• 1800 PAX Capacity
• Ready to receive 3/1/1 IIF
• Full FARP

IOC COP
• QRF Established
• Limited FARP (17 Jul)

NLT Reinforce

DP1 Reinforce

MNF-I Assessment

Elections

3 ACR BOG

Approved for Release
**MNF - NORTHWEST**
- Ninevah Province – one of the key provinces for the referendum
  - Will continue to be a LOC for insurgent movement

**MND - NORTH CENTRAL**
- Salah Din Province – the swing province for the referendum
  - Sunnis will push to get the vote out; while insurgents attempt to deny others the opportunity

**MNF - WEST**
- Al Anbar Province – one of the key provinces for the referendum
  - Expect main LOCs to reposition to the South; Rutbah will likely serve as a hub en route to Ramadi and Baghdad

- Insurgents will continue to attack CF, ISF, and the ITG (expect a spike as Referendum approaches)
- Insurgents will be unable to prevent ISF growth
- Insurgents will retain sufficient popular support to sustain operations
- Personnel, materiel, weapons, and freedom of movement will remain available despite Coalition and ISF operations

**OPERATION SAYAID**
**WHAT'S NEXT**
COP Rawah

GMLRS firing point 26 July

Iraqi tents & FP 30 July

US tents & FP 22 July

AHAs 30 July

ECPs 22 July

Well 15 Aug

Roads 22 July
Berm 27 July

2700m

FARP and HLZ
IOC 15 July
FOC 29 July

RAWAH COP LAYOUT

Declassified by: MG Michael X. Garrett,
USCENTCOM Chief of Staff
Declassified on: 201506
Bulk Water and Well Capability

- COSCOM delivers bulk water until well is operational and able to meet demand
  - Bulk water frontloaded: 12K gal every other day to frontload
  - 4800 gal/day required until 30 Jul (6 gal/soldier/day)
  - Bottled water delivered for drinking

- Well COAs:
  - Contract for local company to establish well(s) – vendor ID’d and JAR
    B packet pending approval
  - Lease equipment and use expertise from well drilling detachment and Red Horse – JAR
    B approved
  - Use organic well equipment, currently NMC – expediting parts from US
Logistics Support to COP Rawah

Transportation Requirements to support COP Rawah Buildup and Sustainment (15-30 JUL):

- Total Transportation requirement: 33 HETs, 159 PLS/TRL, 64 5k TNKR, 22 30' FB
- Execute TMRs from Marez to QBC to COP Rawah
  - 13 JUL, 94 EN Bn, (24) HET
  - 13 JUL, 25 BSB, (7) HET, (14) PLS, (13) PLS TRLR
  - 13 JUL, 2/14 CAV, (2) HET, (14) PLS, (14) PLS TRLR
  - More TMRs coming in to move unit's equipment
- Transport 15 DOS from QBC to COP Rawah
  - 15 JUL, (21) PLS, (21) PLS TRLR
  - 17 JUL, (16) PLS, (16) PLS TRLR, (12) 5K TNKR
  - 19 JUL, (29) PLS, (29) PLS TRLR, (12) 5K TNKR, (3) 30' FB
  - 21 JUL, (24) PLS, (23) PLS TRLR, (8) 5K TNKR, (3) 30' FB
  - 23 JUL, (15) PLS, (14) PLS TRLR, (8) 5K TNKR, (4) 30' FB
  - 25 JUL, (12) PLS, (12) PLS TRLR, (8) 5K TNKR, (4) 30' FB
  - 27 JUL, (13) PLS, (13) PLS TRLR, (8) 5K TNKR, (4) 30' FB
  - 29 JUL, (1) PLS, (1) PLS TRLR, (8) 5K TNKR, (4) 30' FB
- Bulk Water – 12k push every other day. 60K storage (5 DOS/1800 PAX)
- CL IIIIB – 40K push every other day. 100k storage (5 DOS/AVN, Ground, EN, CLP)

SUPPORTABLE
iA Deployment

1/1/1 IIF – Ar Ramadi

2/1/1 IIF
- 2 x Co - Hit
- 1 x Co – Al Qaim (NLT 15JUL05)
- 1 x Co – Hadithah (NLT 15JUL05)
- Bn HQ – Hadithah (NLT 15JUL05)

3/1/1 IIF
- COP RAWAH (NLT 30JUL05)
MOI authorizing 950 man force of Yezidi tribesmen
Force to be known as “South Trefawi DBE Battalion”
450 to training NLT 17 July
Mission analysis ongoing to ID support requirements
RFIs to MNF-NW to request BTT act as LNO for RSOI
Requested command emphasis: Lateral coordination and C3 link between DBE, 1/25 SBCT and 3/1/1 IIF in COP Rawah AO